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The clouds seem to clear albeit erratically - slow, fast,
medium theron. Whatever be the rate of departure, I have
never failed to see the rainbow before and the silver lining
beyond.
Words give you that intricate ability to express the heavy
veiled, converting it into transparency - moods, thoughts
and plans.
Let's all look ahead, look beyond and surge forward with
determination and grit to recover and emerge victorious. 

Krati Saxena

Devansh Garg

Kunjal Ningoo

Happiness is the most prominent characteristic of childhood. A
trait that is somehow forgotten in the process of growing up.
This bulletin serves as a gentle reminder to seek simplicity in
the complicated and joy in little things.

- Dr. A.K. Sinha

- Students' Editorial Team
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C O N T E N T S

F R O M  T H E  P R I N C I P A L ' S  D E S K

Secondary
               - Sports Events
               - Term I Board 
                  Examinations

Pre-primary
               - Fancy dress Activity
               - Fitness week 

Primary 
               - Online quiz
               - Back to school



Fitness week was organised during the third
week of November to promote the importance

of fitness and a healthy lifestyle, not only
among  the young students but also in their

families. Parents enthusiastically participated
along  with children and supported this

campaign. 
 
 

Students'Corner

Fitness Week 

Pre-
Primary

On the occasion of Children’s Day,
a day that celebrates innocence
and curiosity, students  brought

their favourite cartoon characters
to life!

Fancy Dress
Activity

Azaadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav ~

Know Your
Shapes

circle square triangle



Children's Day
Celebration

Fun Online
Quizzes for
students!

Primary

Classrooms came alive as the
school reopened!

 

Students had a
joyful day planned

for them!

Miss Funny Bones

Their contagious laughter rejuvenates and their
carefree attitude liberates a new joy enveloping the

campus.



With the school finally reopening,
children seem to be having a ball. Quite

literally!  And maybe a shuttle too.

SECONDARY
Reminding Ourselves that

We're Still Children 

It's Exam
time !

Exams, stressful at times, are just meant to prepare us
for the larger challenges in life. What truly matters is

our ability to work hard and persevere in the face of
adversity, our willingness to learn and move forward.

In the words of Martin Luther King Jr. -
"If you can't fly then run, if  you can't run then walk,
if you can't walk then crawl, but by all means, keep

moving."

TERM-I BOARD EXAMINATIONS

Know  Your Teacher !
Ms. Meenakshi Mangalam

Sr. Secondary English Teacher

What inspires you the most about teaching?
"I think what inspires me the most about teaching is the very idea of engaging with the youth
and exchanging ideas with them. This keeps me going."    

What according to  you is the role  of a teacher?
"I believe that the role of a teacher is not that of a knowledge provider but that of  a facilitator.
Her  job is to guide and motivate and to calibrate the child's potential. Just like how stations
have different tunings, each child has to be catered to in a unique way. The ultimate goal is to
prepare the individual for the challenges of life."

What are your thoughts about the importance of learning a language?
"Language according to me touches emotions and is very important for connecting with people.
Learning a language is not about scoring marks in an exam but about expressing oneself in an
effective manner." 

Loves reading the works
of Jeffrey Archer and

Robert Browning

Finds playing chess
refreshering

Lives by the quote "As
you start to walk on

the way, the way
appears"

Part of the DPS Family since '03


